Put technology right where you need it.

Maximize space in any size of operatory.

Customize to meet your specific needs.

Nestly store away everything you need.
Why choose modular Preference over custom cabinetry?

Tax Savings — Preference can be depreciated over a much shorter period of time than custom cabinetry, so it offers you significant tax savings.

Construction Savings — With built-in Preference features like dental light wiring, hospital-grade UL-listed electrical outlets, lead lining, sinks, and faucets, you can greatly reduce the hassles and costs of construction.

Versatility — Unlike most custom cabinetry, Preference is moveable and reconfigurable; you can take it with you when relocating, or sell it to an associate when you leave your practice.

Flexibility — Most of the Preference drawer options (i.e. slide-out shelves, interior drawers, swing-out shelves) can be rearranged to accommodate new ancillary equipment.

Product Support — Preference is engineered and manufactured by A-dec, so it offers you all the advantages of A-dec dental equipment, including a full warranty, renowned customer service, and quality service parts.

Create An Environment That Fits Your Needs.

Preference Collection is not just cabinetry. It’s a complete new line of modular dental furniture that’s specifically designed for dentistry and backed by more than 25 years of dental furniture innovations at A-dec. It’s also a collection of possibilities for your practice. Whether you’re replacing a few cabinets, or designing a whole new office, Preference Collection can help you create an environment that fits your current needs, as well as your future dreams.

More Choices To Meet Your Space Requirements

With Preference Collection, you have nine different models to choose from: the 5580 Treatment Console and 5562/5662 Treatment Columns at 12 o’clock; the 5543 Central Console and 5531/5631 Accessory Consoles at the side; and the 5730 Upper Dispensing, 5731 Upper Storage, and 5732 X-ray Storage Insert. Add the many different widths, depths, and heights available, and you have 47 different sizes of cabinetry—each with a number of modules and options to choose from. The result is a collection of literally millions of possible configurations. So no matter what size or style of cabinetry you’re looking into, Preference Collection has options to accommodate any need.

Expand Your Options

Preference Collection may change your thinking about dental office design. As an example, unwalled or open-layout operatory designs can save space, reduce equipment expenses, and increase efficiency—yet are frequently discarded due to their lack of privacy. Preference practically eliminates that concern with a new 95° Tall Central. This tall console allows you to create a functional wall, so if you prefer the benefits of an open layout, yet want to maintain privacy, you now have a solution that offers a balance of both.

The Preference Collection also provides many advantages to fixed-wall floor plans. Treatment consoles and columns can be used in conjunction with a headwall at 12 o’clock, or remain freestanding by themselves to create a semi-open layout. Preference accessory consoles include options such as rounded or angled countertops to allow easier access into the operatory. Even the X-ray storage insert, which can be shared between two fixed-wall operators, is designed to save you time, space, and money.

However your dental operatories are designed—whether open, semi-open, or walled—the final layout can influence your patients and greatly affect how your practice operates. That’s why it’s so important to consider all of your options and preferences before finalizing any proposed floor plan.

For more details about tax advantages and other ways to save with modular Preference dental furniture, be sure to contact your authorized A-dec dealer.

The Preference treatment column insert helps you streamline delivery and save space—a limited commodity, especially in fixed-wall operatories.
Convenient Storage Solutions

With millions of possible module combinations available, Preference Collection allows you to use every inch of operatory space to your advantage. So whether you prefer to store items in the upper, the midsection, the base, or a combination of all three, you will be able to locate storage precisely where you want it.

Preference 12 o’clock pass-through storage options are a great example. These uppers are easy to reach and offer sturdy glass shelves that can support an efficient tub and tray or cassette process with one area for sterile instruments, one for unsterile instruments, and one for backup tub supplies. The resulting system streamlines the flow of materials into and out of the operatory, and allows your assistant to remain in the operatory for the entire procedure.

Delivering Ergonomics

As a dental health practitioner, you do what you can to deliver the finest care—even if that means adapting to “ergonomically challenged” environments. Unfortunately, repetitive strain injuries are often the result. Preference Collection offers better ergonomics to help reduce this need for adaptation.

Preference Collection choices are not only designed to meet your needs, they’re also designed to improve efficiency. Convenient storage solutions, ergonomic delivery of supplies and equipment, as well as innovative design all work together to streamline workflow and materials management. That way, you and your dental team can experience less stress and have more time and energy to focus on what’s most important: delivering quality dental health care.

Stocking Supplies And Instruments

To enhance productivity in your practice, configure your Preference Collection with 12 o’clock pass-through upper storage. These modules include up to three storage areas and offer adjustable glass shelves, so you can streamline the flow of materials into and out of your operatories.

Like a cockpit, Preference is designed to deliver everything you need, right where you need it. That way, you and your assistant can spend less time struggling with the environment and more time concentrating on your patients.

One of the greatest benefits of the new Preference Collection is its ability to store equipment and supplies properly, modularly, and base storage areas conveniently keep everything off the countertop—which helps streamline asepsis and reduce patient anxiety.

Streamline Workflow And Increase Productivity.

On the 5580 Treatment Console, for instance, slide-out equipment drawers, a left/right worksurface, fully adjustable dynamic instruments, and a pivoting, arm-mounted keyboard tray are just a few of the items that deliver what you need, right where you need it. So there’s less bending, twisting, and straining. And since these features and options are arranged like a cockpit, your assistant can remain seated during the entire procedure—allowing you to stay focused on the oral cavity.

Streamlined For Quicker Clean-Up

The streamlined design of Preference also helps in post-procedural cleanup. Easy-to-reach upper dispensing units keep cups, towels, and masks from cluttering the countertop. Door and drawer dispensers keep gloves or tissues located out of the way in upper or base modules. And a multitude of door and drawer storage options keep ancillary devices stowed away when they’re not in use. Preference 12 o’clock solutions even offer a flip-down door option that keeps a large midsection storage area hidden from view.

Options like these simplify asepsis, reduce turnaround time, and best of all, allow for a much cleaner-looking operatory. That way, your patients can be much more comfortable during procedures and leave with a great impression of your practice.
Integrate Technology Into Your Operatories.

Swing-Out Shelves A conveniently pivot out of traffic areas and deliver small equipment like curing lights and amalgamators. The Monitor and Keyboard Option B in Preference 12 o’clock midsections offers excellent ergonomics. Base Accessory

Panel Cutouts C can accommodate equipment like this CD-ReWritable drive. Slide-Out Shelves are just D one of many Preference options which deliver ancillary devices to the work zone. Equipment Drawers E are large enough to deliver and store an amalgamator. Open Storage Spaces F offered in side cabinetry can accommodate larger equipment like this air abrasion unit. Equipment Drawers G can also store and deliver wider devices such as this image printer.

To effectively integrate technology into the operatory, you need cabinetry that does much more than just store ancillary devices. You need cabinetry that also improves the delivery of these devices. Preference Collection offers you that and much more. With Preference, you get solutions specifically designed to streamline ergonomics and enhance efficiency. That way, you can make the best use of the high-tech equipment you’ve worked so hard to invest in.

A Place For Technology: Right Where You Need It

Computers, intra-oral cameras, curing lights, inter-office communication devices, air abrasion, lasers, interactive patient education systems, digital radiography, electronic periodontal probing...the list of new technologies for the operatory continues to grow everyday. Which is why it’s so important to find solutions that actually help simplify the integration of these devices. With Preference, you have the flexibility to find those solutions in a number of different dental furniture models, modules, and options.

At the 12 o’clock position, Preference offers you an excellent selection of computer solutions. Both the Treatment Console and Column feature midsection choices that include a computer monitor shelf and pivoting arm with tilting keyboard tray, as well as CPU storage in the base. Fully extended, the centrally mounted keyboard arm in both models reaches over the worksurface, allowing your assistant to easily input data during patient history interviews and procedures.

When it comes to storing and delivering today’s most popular ancillary devices, Preference really shines. Intra-oral cameras, ultrasonic scalers, curing lights, amalgamators, and even small image printers are a perfect fit for equipment drawers, swing-out shelves, interior drawers, and slide-out shelves. Since Preference Collection is fully modular, these options are available in just about any base position and can deliver the equipment right where you need it. Preference even offers flexible accessory panel cutouts on base and midsection modules to conveniently locate call-systems, nitrous controls, and other panel-mount devices.

Preference also features the necessary infrastructure to support these devices in the operatory. Wiring that complies with the NEC (National Electrical Code, 517), optional air and water QDs, and a full array of built-in cable management solutions (such as cable chases and cord drops) all help to reduce construction costs and complication. That way, you can also have peace of mind knowing that your Preference Collection is able to accommodate new technologies in the future.

Storage Needs—How much storage space do you need? Are you storing and delivering large or small devices? How many devices do you need stored? How much space do you need for supplies?

Ancillary Devices—Which ancillary devices do you plan on using? From where do you want them delivered (i.e. chair, cabinet, 12 o’clock, side)? How frequently will each device be used? Who will primarily use it? Do you need direct access, or will it be handed to you by your assistant?

Flexibility—How much flexibility do you need? When do you plan on updating your equipment or adding new devices? (Remember that it’s common to keep chairs and cabinetry 15 years or more, whereas many technologies often require updating or replacement in 5 years or less.)

Versatility—Will you need dual usage of the equipment? Will the equipment be shared between operators?

Infrastructure—Do you have the infrastructure to support the equipment? What are the utility requirements? Do you need electrical, vacuum, water, and compressed air?

For help in answering these questions, we recommend that you meet with your authorized A-dec dealer.
At first glance, the new Preference Collection features more colors, smoother lines, and a clean, modern appearance. Take a closer look, and you’ll begin to notice many more details that move Preference even further beyond the competition. From a simple, yet durable metal subbase, to a unique 3/8” tempered glass door window, every Preference detail adds value to your operatories—not just in terms of quality or aesthetics, but also in terms of function and durability.

Details That Add Functionality
In addition to the items shown here, Preference offers you hundreds of functional details that help to maximize your investment. Preference drawer banks, for instance, are built with Blum METABOX components. These high-quality parts include sturdy, epoxy-coated steel sides and adjustment brackets that allow you to quickly level, align, or remove drawer fronts for easy adjustment and cleaning. Most Preference doors and drawers also feature soft-touch latches, so you can open or close them with an elbow or knee, reducing a potential touch surface. Even the adjustable hinges of most Preference 12 o’clock storage modules, which open 170 degrees, offer added value by allowing you to swing doors out of the way.

Other functional details include a larger, deeper sink design and 8” faucet with innovative knee-activation; optional lead-lined doors for added X-ray protection; soft-white fluorescent task lighting; and adjustable glass shelves for more effective use of upper storage space.

Details For Greater Longevity
The Preference Collection also includes a number of durable materials and components designed to extend the life of your cabinetry. Modules, for example, are constructed with cam-lock fasteners which offer more strength than wood dowels and simplify panel replacement. In addition to heavy-duty hardware on all doors and drawers, you’ll find 3mm PVC edgebanding to reduce wear and tear. And since any liquid can potentially damage just about any substructure, Preference cabinetry is protected by many different materials, including high-quality laminates or solid surfacing for counter tops, low-pressure melamine on shelves and module interiors, as well as rust and corrosion inhibitors on all metal structures.

Maximize Your Investment With Quality Details.
Enhance Your Practice With Color.

With more neutral tones on walls, flooring, and cabinets, you can focus your color statement by using a chair upholstery color to create a dramatic, yet clinical impression.

The Functionality Of Color In The Operatory

Color in the operatory is more than just aesthetics—it can actually influence your work. Some colors that reflect into the oral cavity, for instance, can reduce your accuracy during tissue analysis and color or shade matching. To prevent this from happening, Preference Collection offers you several solutions. For one, you can choose from a number of lighter, more neutral tones. You can also specify color in three different areas on the cabinet, so brighter and richer colors can be placed where they won't reflect into the work zone. And to create an even bolder color statement that won't affect your work, you can choose all neutral Preference tones, then select from a number of brilliant A-dec chair upholstery colors. No matter how you decide to color your operatory, Preference can help you maintain, and even improve, color accuracy during procedures.

The Freedom To Express Your Style

With A-dec and the Preference Collection, you don't have to settle for vanilla. A full spectrum of colors and patterns allows you to express your own personal style, your business concept, and even your style of dentistry. So you have the freedom to choose precisely what you want. Certain colors can influence the feelings and emotions of others, so it’s also important to consider your choices very carefully. How do you want your office staff and patients to feel? What type of impression would you like to create? Warm? Clinical? Aesthetic? By answering these and other questions, you can begin to discover the colors which not only express your own style, but also help to market your practice.

For Preference Color Assistance, Contact Your Local A-dec Dealer.

Preference Collection offers literally thousands of possible color combinations—so without help, creating “the right” color scheme for your operatories can be incredibly challenging. That’s why we highly recommend that you first meet with your authorized A-dec dealer. There you can explore the possibilities, meet with experienced designers, and get the help you need to make the best possible color decisions for your practice.
Choosing the right dental furniture for your practice begins by examining your preferences.

Upper Storage and Dispensing

How to Choose The Right Preference Collection for Your Practice.

With the new Preference Collection, you can choose from literally millions of possibilities. The following section is designed to categorize and simplify these possibilities, so you can easily begin the selection process. The first part is a simple grid that compares the basic features between each Preference Collection model.

Use the following guide to learn more about which Preference models are right for your practice.

As you review the grid, consider your space requirements, delivery needs, use of and plans for operatory ancillary devices, as well as your storage, dispensing, and wash station needs. Following the grid is a sample of configurations, features, and options for each of the nine Preference Collection models currently offered. Finally, be sure to meet with your A-dec dealer. That way, you can further explore the possibilities and get the help you need to choose the right Preference Collection for your practice.
5580: offers three different widths (determined by base selection) in addition to a shortened column which reduces the overall height by 11”.

5562/5662: offer midsection heights and the same widths as the base selection (34’/42’).

5543: has enough space in the midsection panel to accommodate either an X-ray viewer or turntable module.

5580: offers computer options that deliver a keyboard and monitor from a central location.

5562/5662: can deliver a keyboard and monitor from a central location.

5543: offers a simple turntable that can deliver small equipment like a VCR or intra-oral camera.

5580: offers two styles of 12 o’clock handpiece delivery (3471 Duo and 3475 Assistant’s Instrumentation) with pivoting, height-adjustable workface.

5562/5662: streamline the delivery and storage of ancillary devices with options such as slide-out interior drawers, CPU storage, and slide-out shelves.

5543: can include similar options as the 5580 and offers open space options designed to store and deliver large, portable high-tech equipment, such as laser and air abrasion units.

5531/5631: offer options that are nearly identical to the 5543 base modules.

5580: includes the necessary infrastructure to support the delivery of monitors and keyboards from a central location.

5562/5662: offer similar computer options as the 5580, as well as a convenient flip-down door option that can support small equipment and other supplies.

5543: can be configured with an X-ray viewer panel or include a simple flip-up door and turntable for sharing small equipment between operators.

5580: offers storage of small equipment and supplies. An midsection storage area with flip-down doors can conveniently hold small equipment and supplies from view.

5562/5662: offers similar midsection storage as the 5580, including the convenient flip-down door option.

5580: offers a complete glove/tissue dispenser for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers one style of 12 o’clock handpiece delivery (3470 Duo or 3475 Assistant’s Instrumentation) and two styles of left/right compatible delivery (4631 Duo and 4635 Assistant’s Instrumentation). All three systems include a pivoting left/right workface.

5562/5662: offer two styles of 12 o’clock handpiece delivery (3471 Duo and 3475 Assistant’s Instrumentation) with pivoting, height-adjustable workface.

5543: is available with the 3072 side-delivery system which offers three handpiece positions and an articulatable syringe.

5531/5631: are both available with the 3072 side-delivery system.

5580: offers the widest range of options designed to store and deliver ancillary devices at the 12 o’clock position from equipment drawers, CPU storage, and slide-out shelves to base accessory panels, swing-out shelves, and bifold door access.

5562/5662: provide streamlined storage with slide-out shelves, interior drawers, and adjustable shelves. They also offer storage and door vents to accommodate a CPU.

5543: is available with similar base storage options as the 5580 and also offers open space modules that can store and deliver large, portable high-tech items, such as laser and air abrasion units.

5531/5631: offer the most base storage space with widths from 30” to 86” and includes similar base module options as the 5543.

5580: offers the widest range of storage options, including equipment and interior drawers, adjustable, swing-out, and slide-out shelves, slide-out tub holders, bifold door access, and CPU storage.

5562/5662: includes the necessary infrastructure to support the delivery of monitors and keyboards from a central location.

5543: includes upper storage adjacent to the wash station and is available with pass-through and non-pass-through storage options as those offered on the 5580.

5543: includes upper storage adjacent to the wash station and can be configured with a large split storage option (in place of an X-ray unit) that includes a number of adjustable shelves to store bulk items and other supplies.

5571: offers pass-through or non-pass-through storage and, as an insert, can conveniently share materials between two operators.

5580: offers similar options as the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5543: offers one style of 12 o’clock handpiece delivery (3470 Duo or 3475 Assistant’s Instrumentation) and two styles of left/right compatible delivery (4631 Duo and 4635 Assistant’s Instrumentation). All three systems include a pivoting left/right workface.

5562/5662: offer two styles of 12 o’clock handpiece delivery (3471 Duo and 3475 Assistant’s Instrumentation) with pivoting, height-adjustable workface.

5543: is available with the 3072 side-delivery system which offers three handpiece positions and an articulatable syringe.

5531/5631: are both available with the 3072 side-delivery system.

5580: offers the widest range of options designed to store and deliver ancillary devices at the 12 o’clock position from equipment drawers, CPU storage, and slide-out shelves to base accessory panels, swing-out shelves, and bifold door access.

5562/5662: provide streamlined storage with slide-out shelves, interior drawers, and adjustable shelves. They also offer storage and door vents to accommodate a CPU.

5543: is available with similar base storage options as the 5580 and also offers open space modules that can store and deliver large, portable high-tech items, such as laser and air abrasion units.

5531/5631: offer the most base storage space with widths from 30” to 86” and includes similar base module options as the 5543.

5580: offers storage of small equipment and supplies. An midsection storage area with flip-down doors can conveniently hold small equipment and supplies from view.

5562/5662: offers similar midsection storage as the 5580, including the convenient flip-down door option.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.

5543: offers similar door and drawer glove/tissue dispenser options as those offered on the 5543 and include a hidden shelf behind the glove/tissue drawer option that can accommodate the dispensing of bulk supplies such as barriers.

5580: is available with glove/tissue dispensers for door and drawer storage modules.
Centralized Command Centers
At 12 O’Clock.

The following section features four configurations of the 5580 Treatment Console—a flexible command center with upper, midsection, and base module possibilities that help maximize storage and enhance the delivery of ancillary devices, instruments, and other materials.

5580-42 Sample Package #1:
• 42” Base with solid surface countertop, drawer storage with equipment drawer, 4631 Duo Delivery System; and side-opening storage with swing-out shelves
• Midsection options include monitor shelf and pivoting arm with tilting keyboard tray
• Pass-through upper storage with door windows, glass shelves, clock/timer, and task light

A Sample Of Treatment Console Features And Options:

**DELIVERY**

- **4631 Duo Delivery System** delivers a left/right worksurface, three handpiece positions, and assistant’s instrumentation.
- **4635 Assist. Instrumentation** offers a left/right worksurface, solids collector, and autoclavable syringe, HVE, and saliva ejector.
- **3181 Duo Delivery System** delivers three handpiece positions and separate left/right worksurface with assistant’s instrumentation.

**TECHNOLOGY**

- **Midsection Computer Option** delivers monitor and keyboard from a central location for convenient viewing and access.
- **Stack Switch** includes three on/off switches: one for task lighting and two for ancillary devices.
- **Equipment Drawer** offers excellent access to devices such as this ultrasonic scaler.
- **Equipment Drawer** also simplifies delivery of equipment like this intra-oral camera.

**STORAGE**

- **Midsection Accessory Panel** provides easy access to several different items, including nitrous controls.
- **Equipment Drawer** simplifies storage and delivery of small ancillary devices like this amalgamator.
- **Equipment Drawer** offers excellent access to devices such as this ultrasonic scaler.
- **Equipment Drawer** with separate left/right worksurface with assistant’s instrumentation.

**DISPENSING**

- **Midsection Accessory Panel** accommodates several different brands of call systems.
- **Flip-Down Door** hides a convenient storage area in the midsection for small equipment and supplies.
More Versatility And Flexibility.

5580.42 Sample Package #2:
- 42" Base only with Chemisurf® laminate countertop, drawer storage with writing surface and equipment drawer; 4635 Assistant’s Instrumentation; door storage with bifold doors and three slide-out shelves

5580.42 Sample Package #3:
- 42" Base includes drawer storage with intra-oral camera panel cutout and equipment drawer; 4631 Duo Delivery System; and side-opening storage with swing-out shelves
  - Shortened midsection
  - Pass-through upper with door windows, glass shelves, and clock/timer

5580.96 Sample Package #4:
- 96" Base with solid surface countertop; left and right wash stations with solid surface sinks and white fixtures; drawer storage with writing surface and equipment drawer; 4631 Duo Delivery System; and drawer storage with equipment drawer
  - Midsection features monitor shelf, pivoting arm with tilting keyboard tray, and nitrous panel cutout
  - Upper includes cup, towel, mask, and glove/tissue dispensers above the left and right wash stations, as well as pass-through upper with door windows, glass shelves, clock/timer, and task light

A Sample Of Treatment Console Features And Options:

- **DELIVERY**
  - **4631 Duo Delivery System** delivers a left/right worksurface, three handpiece positions, and assistant’s instrumentation.
  - **4635 Assist. Instrumentation** offers a left/right worksurface, solids collector, and autoclavable syringe, HVE, and saliva ejector.
  - **3181 Duo Delivery System** delivers three handpiece positions and separate left/right worksurface with assistant’s instrumentation.

- **TECHNOLOGY**
  - **Midsection Computer Option** delivers monitor and keyboard from a central location for convenient viewing and access.
  - **Stack Switch** includes three on/off switches: one for task lighting and two for ancillary devices.
  - **Equipment Drawer** offers excellent access to devices such as this ultrasonic scaler.
  - **Midsection Accessory Panel** provides easy access to several different items, including nitrous controls.

- **STORAGE**
  - **Swing-Out Shelves** can deliver small equipment, like curing lights and amalgamators, right to the assistant.
  - **Equipment Drawer** simplifies storage and delivery of small ancillary devices like this amalgamator.
  - **Equipment Drawer** simplifies delivery of equipment like this intra-oral camera.
  - **Midsection Accessory Panel** accommodates several different brands of call systems.

- **DISPENSING**
  - **Drawer Glove/Tissue Dispenser** conveniently delivers gloves or tissues to seated operators.
  - **Cap And Towel/ Mask Dispensers** offer hidden, yet easy access to caps, towels, and masks.
  - **Solid Surface Sink** offers a seamless edge and an elegant, professional look.
  - **Knee-Activation** behind the sink door simplifies hand washing and eliminates a touch surface.

- **CLEANING**
  - **Stack Switch** includes three on/off switches: one for task lighting and two for ancillary devices.
  - **Equipment Drawer** offers excellent access to devices such as this ultrasonic scaler.
  - **Midsection Accessory Panel** provides easy access to several different items, including nitrous controls.
Streamlined Delivery And Storage At 12 O’Clock.

The following section features three sample configurations of the 5562 Treatment Column and 5662 Treatment Insert—two solutions that offer excellent space savings, many convenient options, and a more streamlined approach to delivery and storage at the 12 o’clock position.

5562.34 Sample Package #1:
- 34” Column with base interior drawer storage and Cascade 3171 Duo Delivery System
- Midsection features shelf and accessory panel
- Upper storage includes adjustable glass shelves, clock/timer, and task light

5662.34 Sample Package #3:
- 34” Insert with base interior drawer storage and Cascade 3175 Assistant’s Instrumentation
- Midsection features flip-down door option
- Upper pass-through includes door windows, glass shelves, clock/timer, and task light

5562.42 Sample Package #2:
- 42” Column with base CPU storage and Cascade 3175 Assistant’s Instrumentation
- Midsection features monitor shelf, pivoting arm with keyboard tray, and nitrous panel cutout
- Upper pass-through storage includes door windows, adjustable glass shelves, clock/timer, and task light

A Sample Of Treatment Column Features And Options:

Streamlined Delivery And Storage
At 12 O’Clock.

5562/5662 TREATMENT COLUMNS

DELIVERY

- Cascade 3175 Duo Delivery System with left/right worksurface, three handpiece positions, assistant's instrumentation, and optional chair touch pad.

TECHNOLOGY

- Midsection Computer Option delivers monitor and keyboard from a central location for convenient viewing and access.

- Stack Switch includes three on/off switches: one for task lighting and two for ancillary devices.

- Midsection Accessory Panel offers easy access to a number of various items, including nitrous controls.

- CPU Base Storage accommodates tower-style CPUs and offers door vents for improved air circulation.

- Flip-Down Door hides a midsection storage area and converts to a convenient shelf that can hold supplies and small equipment.

- Clock/Timer features large LCD display and easy-touch controls for clock and dual programmable timer functions.

- Slide-Out Shelf conveniently delivers small equipment like this intraoral camera.

- Stack Switch includes three on/off switches: one for task lighting and two for ancillary devices.

STORAGE

- Interior Drawers can be configured to store small equipment, as well as materials and instruments.

- Door Windows are made with 3/8” tempered glass and provide a clear view of cassettes, trays, and other items stored in the upper.

- Adjustable Shelves can be arranged in a number of different locations to best fit your storage needs.

- Slide-Out Shelves can also be configured to store small ancillary equipment.

- Slide-Out Shelf

- Door Windows

- Adjustable Shelves...
Space Utilization And Privacy For Open Layouts.

The following section features three sample configurations of the 5543 Central Console—a versatile island that offers a number of delivery, storage, wash station, and privacy options.

### 5543.SP Sample Package #1:
- Square wash station with white porcelain sink and waste basin, white fixtures, foot-activated faucet, and door glove/tissue dispensers
- 21" Base drawer storage module with writing surface
- Midsection/upper includes panel cutout for X-ray viewer, pass-through upper storage with adjustable shelf and task light, cup/towel dispensing unit with door glove/tissue dispensers
- Equipment-end base includes 42" equipment module
- X-ray area features X-ray privacy panel

### 5543.SB Sample Package #2:
- Round wash station with solid surface countertop, sink, and waste basin, white fixtures, and foot-activated faucet
- 21" Base storage module with writing surface
- Midsection/upper features flip-up door with turntable, pass-through upper storage with door windows, adjustable shelf, and task light, cup/towel dispensing unit with door and column glove/tissue dispensers
- 42" Equipment-end base includes 14" open space, 21" drawer storage, and 7" door storage
- X-ray area includes X-ray mount and bifold doors

### 5543.TB Sample Package #3:
- 95" Tall central console with top extension
- Round wash station with stainless steel sink and waste basin, chrome fixtures, and foot-activated faucet
- 21" Base storage module with keyboard drawer
- Midsection/upper features flip-up door with turntable, pass-through upper storage with door windows and adjustable shelves, and cup/towel dispensing unit with door and column glove/tissue dispensers
- 49" Equipment-end base includes 21" door storage with swing-out shelves, 21" drawer storage with equipment drawer, and 7" door storage
- X-ray area features split storage with adjustable shelves and bifold doors

A Sample Of Central Console Features And Options:
Convenient Stations For Sinks, Storage, And Delivery.

The following section features four sample configurations of the freestanding 5531 Accessory Console and wall-mounted 5631 Accessory Console—two flexible cabinets that offer many different lengths as well as a number of equipment delivery, storage, and wash station options.

5531.44 Sample Package #1:
- 44” Freestanding base includes: 28” square wash station with stainless steel sink and waste bezel, chrome fixtures, knee-activated faucet, and door glove/tissue dispenser; 14” drawer storage module with writing surface and equipment drawer

5531.72 Sample Package #2:
- 72” Freestanding base includes: 28” door storage module with one shelf; 14” door storage module with one shelf; 14” drawer storage module with equipment drawer; 14” storage module with bifold doors and three slide-out shelves

5631.44 Sample Package #3:
- 44” Wall-mount base includes: 28” square wash station with stainless sink and waste bezel, chrome fixtures, knee-activated faucet, and two door glove/tissue dispensers; 14” drawer storage module with writing surface and equipment drawer

5631.72 Sample Package #4:
- 72” Wall-mounted base includes: 28” square wash station with stainless sink and waste bezel, chrome fixtures, and knee-activated faucet; two 21” storage modules, each with bifold doors and three swing-out shelves

A Sample Of Accessory Console Features And Options:

- Cascade 3072 Delivery System offers three handpiece positions, an autoclavable syringe, and optional chair touch pad.

- Open Space Module can accommodate large, rolling equipment such as this air abrasion unit.

- Equipment Drawer offers excellent access to high-tech devices like this intra-oral camera.

- Equipment Drawer offers excellent access to peripheral equipment like this image printer.

- CPU Mounting Bracket secures to any vertical surface or countertop and simplifies access to the CPU.

- Slide-Out Writing Surface provides a sturdy writing surface that can be quickly tucked away.

- Slide-Out Shelves can be configured to store small ancillary equipment.

- Glove/Tissue Dispenser is also an available option on door storage and sink modules.

- Hidden Shelf behind the drawer glove/tissue dispenser provides convenient location for the dispensing of bulk items such as barriers.

- Knee-Activation behind the sink door simplifies hand washing and eliminates a touch surface.

- Solid Surface Sink offers a stainless interior and an elegant, professional look.

- Stainless Steel Sink is available with a chrome faucet, chrome soap dispenser, and stainless steel waste bezel.
Materials Management That’s Easily Within Reach.

Featured below are two sample configurations of the 5731 Upper Storage Unit—a simple storage solution that can help streamline the flow of materials into and out of the operatory.

Streamlined Design allows the 5730 Upper Dispensing Unit and 5731 Storage Unit to be combined for a smooth, unified look.

Door Windows offer a clear view of cassettes, trays, and other items stored in the upper.

Task Light provides soft fluorescent light to illuminate the countertop below the upper storage unit.

Clock/Timer features large LED display and easy-touch controls for clock and dual programmable timer functions.

Adjustable Glass Shelves save space and can be arranged in a number of different locations to best fit your needs.

Materials Management That’s Easily Within Reach.

Convenient Delivery From Gloves And Towels To Masks And X-rays.

Below is one sample configuration of the 5730 Upper Dispensing Unit—an innovative cabinet that offers easy access to and discreet dispensing of gloves, tissues, towels, masks, and cups.

A Sample Of Upper Storage Features And Options

Glove/Tissue Dispensers can accommodate many different manufacturers’ glove or tissue dispensing boxes and conveniently dispense gloves and tissues, or two different glove sizes.

Cup And Towel/Mask Dispensers keep cups, towels, and masks off the countertop, provide easy access, and also remain hidden from view when patients enter the operatory.

A Sample Of Features and Options

Cup And Towel/ Mask Dispensers keep cups, towels, and masks off the countertop, provide easy access, and also remain hidden from view when patients enter the operatory.

The following is one configuration of the 5732 X-ray Storage Insert—a simple cabinet that provides convenient X-ray unit storage and delivery between two fixed-wall operatories and offers optional lead lining, as well as a full spectrum of laminate colors and textures.

Optional Lead Lining is sandwiched between the bifold door panels and provides limited protection from X-ray exposure.

For information on X-ray radiation exposure limits, be sure to contact the appropriate regulatory agency in your state or province.
Every Preference Collection Module Includes Your Choice Of Standard Features.

Combine Preference Collection choices with careful planning and your A-dec dealer’s expertise, and you can create a professional-looking environment that helps increase productivity, boosts office staff morale, and even inspires patients to make new referrals. For more information about Preference Collection, contact your authorized A-dec dealer or call 1-800-547-1883.

Preference is a registered trademark of A-dec Inc.

The equipment presented in this brochure is based upon the latest product information at the time of printing. A-dec reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice. The colors shown may vary from the actual materials. Please contact your authorized A-dec dealer for the most accurate product information and color samples.